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Chapter 2817 
Zhuzhu turned around, looked at David who had already got up, and said, 

“You bastard, what are you pretending to do, and you still use an incense 

burner to make alchemy, did you blow it up?” “Fortunately, 

Brother Meng was not hurt, otherwise I will never end with you. “ 

Zhuzhu yelled at David, which made David feel a little bit unhappy! 

But for Suo Xingyue’s sake, David suppressed the displeasure in his heart! 

“The furnace exploded, the alchemy failed, and your assessment is over.” 

“You are young, if you don’t practice hard, you will know how to brag…” 

The examiner said with an unhappy face! 

After all, he was the one who promised David to use the censer to refine the 

elixir. Now that the censer is blown up, even though he doesn’t know the 

money, he can’t afford to be held accountable! 

“Who said I failed in alchemy?” 

David said with a faint smile! 

“Your furnace has exploded, isn’t it a failure in alchemy?” 



asked the examiner! 

“Of course not!” 

David said, and then he opened his hand, and a green fifth-grade high-grade 

elixir appeared in his hand! 

The strong medicinal fragrance instantly rushed in all directions, filling the 

entire alchemy room! 

Looking at the elixir in David’s hand, everyone was stunned! 

After a while, the examiner came to his senses and said, “Bring me to check, is 

it a top-five elixir!” 

David threw the elixir to the examiner, and the examiner began to examine it 

carefully! Soon the examiner’s eyes widened , 

and he said in shock, “This…this is actually a perfect fifth-grade high-grade 

pill?” 

It’s unbelievable…” 

“What? Isn’t this a semi-finished product?” Zhuzhu also exclaimed! 

And Meng He’s face was very solemn at this time, his brows were tightly knit 

together! 

He couldn’t believe that David had refined a perfect fifth-grade top-grade 

elixir in such a short period of time, which would have been impossible for him 

to refine in such a short period of time! 

Moreover, David still used the incense burner instead of the alchemy stove. If 

he used the alchemy stove, the time might be faster! 

Thinking of this, Meng He’s pupils suddenly shrank! 



If David also participated in the pharmacists meeting, then he would have no 

chance to win the first place! 

“Brother Meng, this…he is really a fifth-grade top-grade elixir, it’s incredible!” 

Zhuzhu said to Meng He holding the elixir that David had just refined! 

Meng He came back to his senses, took a look at the elixir, and found that the 

elixir was almost perfect, without any flaws! 

“Have I passed the assessment now?” 

David asked the examiner! 

“Passed, passed…” 

The examiner nodded again and again, “I will notify you to apply for a 

pharmacist certificate!” 

David looked at Zhuzhu playfully, and then walked out of the alchemy room! 

Zhuzhu has always looked down on David, and now she is slapped in the face 

by David! 

“Hmph, what’s the air, isn’t it just the fifth-rank upper-class assessment, I 

believe Brother Meng will definitely pass the assessment!” 

Seeing David like that, Zhuzhu snorted coldly! 

Meng He didn’t say a word. If it was an assessment, Meng He was capable of 

passing the test. His current alchemy strength had already reached the level of 

the fifth-rank superior! 

It’s just that Meng He has never participated in the pharmacist assessment 

again, so his current status is only a fifth-rank inferior pharmacist! 



The reason why Meng He didn’t participate in the pharmacist assessment in 

time was because he was pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger! 

But now that he saw David’s performance, he was shocked in his heart! 

David not only passed the assessment, but easily handled the assessment! 

Using an incense burner to cultivate a fifth-grade high-grade elixir within one 

stick of incense time is simply abnormal! 

Meng He knew that he couldn’t make it no matter what! 

Moreover, the five-grade high-grade elixir refined by David is flawless and 

perfect! 

Chapter 2818 
“Miss Zhuzhu, aren’t you going back?” 

David walked out of the alchemy room, seeing that Zhuzhu hadn’t come out 

yet, he shouted! 

“Stop shouting, I’ll go back…” 

Zhuzhu glanced at Meng He reluctantly, then walked out of the alchemy 

room! 

Zhuzhu knew that if she didn’t go back with David, she would definitely be 

punished by Suo Xingyue! 

“Zhuzhu, please don’t leave, I want to stay with you for a while longer.” 

Just as Zhuzhu was about to leave, Meng He suddenly grabbed Zhuzhu’s 

hand! 



“Brother Meng, I actually don’t want to leave, but if I don’t go back, my master 

will punish me.” 

Zhuzhu said in a difficult way! 

“Zhuzhu, do you know that I can’t see you these days, how much do I miss 

you?” “ 

I just want you to stay with me for a while, can’t you?” 

Meng He looked expectantly. Beads! 

Seeing Meng He like that, Zhuzhu really couldn’t bear it, so she nodded and 

said, “Okay, then I’ll stay with Brother Meng for a while.” When Meng He 

heard this, he grabbed 

Zhuzhu’s hand happily, for fear that Zhuzhu would leave up! 

“David, go back by yourself, I’ll stay for a while…” 

Zhuzhu said to David! 

David just glanced at Zhuzhu, then turned and left! 

David could tell that Meng He didn’t like Zhuzhu at all, but Zhuzhu didn’t 

know it, and was still being deceived by Meng He! 

As for why Meng He lied to Zhuzhu, David didn’t know, and he didn’t want to 

know! 

After all, these things have nothing to do with me, even if Zhuzhu was cheated 

out of her body, it’s none of David’s business! 

David just needs to ensure that the women around him are loyal to him! 

As for the other women, David didn’t care! 



After David left, Meng He took Zhuzhu and left as well. After leaving the 

assessment site, Meng He looked at Zhuzhu affectionately and said, “Zhuzhu, 

do you know the details of this guy named David?” Zhuzhu 

shook Shaking his head, “I don’t know either. I only know that he is from the 

Jade Cauldron Sect. I heard from my master that David rescued him when he 

met Moxiu on the road.” “Otherwise, why would I take him with him? 

” Come for the assessment, this guy is very annoying at first glance!” 

After hearing this, Meng He frowned slightly, and his face became very 

serious! 

With David’s current strength, it might be very difficult for him to get the first 

place in the medicine refining conference! 

“Brother Meng, what’s wrong with you?” Seeing that Meng He’s expression 

was not good, Zhuzhu asked! 

“Zhuzhu, you also know that this time the pharmacist will be the first, and the 

princess of Jialing County will have a special reward.” “ 

I really want to get this reward, but… just this guy named David appeared , I 

am afraid that I will lose to him at the pharmacists meeting.” 

Meng He said to Zhuzhu! 

“Brother Meng, you are the best in my eyes. How could you lose to him? You 

definitely won’t. You have to have confidence in yourself!” Zhuzhu said, 

looking at 

Meng He firmly! 

“Zhuzhu, it’s not that I don’t have confidence, it’s that my alchemy skills are 

indeed inferior to that of David. I don’t have the strength to refine a perfect 



fifth-grade high-grade elixir with an incense burner within an incense burner.” 

Meng He shook his head 

. Said! 

He has self-knowledge. If he hadn’t seen David’s alchemy skills, he would still 

have confidence, but now he has no confidence at all! 

“Ah, what should we do then?” 

Zhuzhu asked anxiously. 

“Now there is only one way, it depends on whether you want to help me…” 

Meng He said! 

“Brother Meng, tell me, I can do anything for you.” 

Zhuzhu said firmly! 

Meng He looked happy, and then leaned into Zhuzhu’s ear, and explained his 

plan again! 

After Zhuzhu heard this, her face paled immediately, and she said with a look 

of horror, “Brother Meng, this… this can’t be done. If my master finds out 

about this, I will die.” 

Chapter 2819 
“Zhuzhu, didn’t you just say that you can do anything for me?” 

Meng He asked! 

“But, but this kind of thing, I can’t do it. If I really do it, I will definitely not be 

able to stay in Danyang Gate.” 



Zhuzhu said with a face full of embarrassment! 

“Zhuzhu, don’t worry, after the pharmacist’s meeting, I will take the first place, 

and I will take you away, and you don’t have to go back to Danyangmen. 

” Son, let’s live happily, okay?” 

Meng He stepped forward and grabbed Zhuzhu’s shoulder and said! 

“But…but I’m still…” 

Zhuzhu’s face was troubled, and her expression looked very painful! 

But at this moment, Meng He didn’t give Zhuzhu a chance to speak, so he 

kissed her suddenly, and blocked Zhuzhu’s mouth firmly! 

Zhu Zhu was suddenly kissed by Meng He, and she immediately became a 

little confused! 

Immediately afterwards, Meng He dragged Zhuzhu to a remote place, and 

slowly took off Zhuzhu’s clothes! 

Zhuzhu didn’t show any resistance in the whole process! 

Soon, Zhuzhu’s panting sound came out continuously! 

A few minutes later, the panting stopped, and Zhuzhu snuggled into Meng 

He’s arms disheveled! 

“Brother Meng, I’m yours now, and I’ll listen to whatever you say.” “ 

But you have to remember what you promised me, the pharmacist meeting is 

over, and the two of us will live and fly together.” 

Zhuzhu said with a satisfied face. Said! 



In just a few minutes, Zhuzhu, an innocent little girl, was satisfied. She didn’t 

even know that if it was David, it would take at least an hour or more! 

“Don’t worry, you and I are now one, you have me, I have you, how can I let 

you down!” 

As Meng He said, he took out a small package and handed it to Zhuzhu! 

Zhuzhu held the bag tightly in the palm of her hand! 

“Zhuzhu, don’t worry, just put this bag into the tea, it’s colorless and odorless, 

and no one will notice it.” “ 

It’s not poison, it won’t poison people to death, it will only make people 

temporarily unable to concentrate That’s all!” 

Meng He explained! 

“En!” Zhuzhu nodded, then tidied up her clothes and left! 

Looking at the back of Zhuzhu leaving, the corner of Meng He’s mouth curled 

up with pride! 

At this time, David had already returned to the residence of the Danyang Gate 

in the Pharmacist Association! 

Seeing David coming back by himself, Suo Xingyue was a little puzzled and 

asked, “Mr. Chen, why did you come back by yourself? Where’s Zhuzhu?” “ 

Oh, Miss Zhuzhu met a friend, so she didn’t come back!” 

David said! 

When Suo Xingyue heard this, she frowned and asked, “Is the friend she met a 

man? Meng He?” 



David nodded 

, “How did Elder Suo know?” , not obedient at all, as I said long ago, that 

Meng He is not a good person, don’t associate with him, just don’t listen!” 

“When she comes back, I must teach 

her a good lesson, that Meng He is so romantic. s3x, and he’s a despicable 

person, I just don’t understand how Zhuzhu likes him!” 

Suo Xingyue said angrily, her face flushed! 

“Elder Suo, I think Meng He’s outstanding talent is not bad!” David said! 

“Mr. Chen doesn’t know that this Meng He is a despicable villain. He once 

took advantage of Zhuzhu’s feelings for him and let Zhuzhu steal the pill 

formula and secret book from our Danyang Sect! 

” Using Zhuzhu to beg me to cheat and let him gain points in the pharmacists’ 

meeting, it’s really shameless!” 

“I have repeatedly told Zhuzhu not to come to me with that Meng He, but she 

didn’t listen at all!” 

Suo Xingyue said! 

When David heard this, he immediately felt that Meng He was a little too 

despicable, to use Zhuzhu’s feelings for him to do such a thing! 

Chapter 2820 
“Mr. Chen, let’s not talk about him for now. How is your assessment going?” 

Suo Xingyue calmed down and asked! 

“It’s passed.” David said! 



“What level? Is it the third-rank upper class?” Suo Xingyue asked! 

“Fifth Grade Superior…” David said with a smile! 

“Fifth grade top class?” Suo Xingyue was stunned immediately, this pharmacist 

was at the same level as him! 

It doesn’t matter if David’s strength is strong, but he didn’t expect his alchemy 

technique to be so strong? 

This is simply omnipotent! 

“Elder Suo, I don’t know about the poison on my friend. How is your 

consultation going?” 

David asked! 

Suo Xingyue woke up from the shock, and said very ashamedly, “Hey, we 

checked everything, but we couldn’t find a cure, ashamed…” “ 

Elder Suo doesn’t have to blame himself, this poison is really serious. It’s 

special, I’m slowly figuring out a solution!” 

David saw that Suo Xingyue couldn’t help it, but he was actually a little 

disappointed in his heart! 

“Mr. Chen, although we have nothing to do, I think there is someone who can 

cure your friend of the poison.” 

Suo Xingyue said! 

“Who?” David hurriedly asked! 

“Master Jialing County, he must have a solution. Princess Jialing County is also 

a high-level pharmacist.” 



Suo Xingyue said! 

When David heard this, he immediately regained his spirits, “Then please Elder 

Suo take us to meet this Jialing County Princess?” 

Suo Xingyue immediately smiled wryly and said, “Mr. Chen doesn’t know 

something, this Jialing County Princess , Not everyone can see it.” 

“I have never met the princess of Jialing County, and I don’t even know 

whether the princess of Jialing County is male or female!” 

“Basically, few people have seen the real face of the princess of Jialing County. 

Generally, Master Yan is the one who manages Jialing County.” 

David frowned when he heard this, “Is there no other way? How can I see this 

county?” What about the Lord?” 

“Mr. Chen, this time at the pharmacist meeting, Princess Jialing County 

promised that there will be a special reward for the first place.” “ 

If Mr. Chen can get the first place, he will also be able to meet Princess Jialing 

County. Now, then there may be a way to cure the poison on your friend.” 

Suo Xingyue said! 

When David heard this, he nodded, no matter what, this pharmacist will be the 

first, it seems that he must get it! 

Suo Xingyue took David along and introduced him to a few of his senior 

brothers! 

The elders of the Danyang Gate were also shocked that David had such high 

strength at such an age, and that he was able to pass the examination of a 

fifth-rank superior pharmacist! 



After a short greeting, David got up and planned to take Yihe away, but at this 

moment, Zhuzhu came back! 

“You damn girl, why are you so disobedient? Didn’t I tell you that you are not 

allowed to have anything to do with that Meng He?” 

Seeing Zhuzhu, Suo Xingyue cursed loudly! 

Zhuzhu lowered her head, didn’t say a word, and even acted very wronged! 

“Elder Suo, Miss Zhuzhu is young after all, maybe she will be fine when she is a 

few years older!” 

Seeing this, David persuaded Suo Xingyue! 

“Zhuzhu, it’s for your own good that your master reprimanded you. That Meng 

He is not a good thing.” 

Another elder from Danyang Gate said to Zhuzhu! 

“Master, I know I was wrong, and I will never do it again!” 

“I’m going to make tea for you, I hope Master will not be angry.” 

Zhuzhu said, and went to make tea! 

Seeing Zhuzhu like that, Suo Xingyue couldn’t lose her temper, so she could 

only sit back with a sigh! 

David watched Zhuzhu go to the back room to make tea, and seeing Zhuzhu’s 

walking posture, he knew that Zhuzhu was no longer a little girl! 

But whether Zhuzhu is a little girl or not has nothing to do with me. 

 


